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2020 Award Winners of IEEE Region 10

1. IEEE MGA Board Award Winners
2. IEEE Region 10 Award Winners
IEEE MGA Board Award Winners

2020 MGA Outstanding Large Section Award: Kerala Section
2020 IEEE WIE AWARD RECIPIENTS

2020 WIE Inspiring Member of the Year Award Winner: 
LEE YOOT KHUAN
(Malaysia Section)

2020 WIE Inspiring Member of the Year Award: 
Honorable Mention
Divya M. G
(Bangalore Section)

2020 WIE Inspiring Student Member of the Year Award Winner: 
Indhumathi Gunasekaran
(Madras Section)
2020 IEEE WIE AWARD RECIPIENTS

2020 WIE Affinity Group of the Year Award:

Honorable Mention
Malaysia Section WIE Affinity Group
2020 R10 Outstanding Section Awards
Winners

2020 R10 Outstanding Large Section: Bangalore Section

2020 R10 Outstanding Medium Section: Gujarat Section

2020 R10 Outstanding Small Section: Australian Capital Territory Section
2020 Region 10 Best Membership Growth Awards

Best Membership Growth **Large Section:**

Hong Kong Section

Best Membership Growth **Medium Section:**

Tainan Section

Best Membership Growth **Small Section:**

Northern Australia Section
2020 Region 10 Best Membership Retention Awards

2020 Best Membership Retention Large Section:
   Hong Kong Section

2020 Best Membership Retention Medium Section:
   Queensland Section

2020 Best Membership Retention Small Section:
   Vietnam Section
2020 IEEE R10 EAB Awards Recipients

2020 R10 Education Activities Outstanding Group Award:

IEEE Education Society Chapter, Hyderabad Section
2020 IEEE R10 SAC Awards Recipients

2020 R10 Student Activities Outstanding Student Branch Award:

Panimalar Institute of Technology Madras Section
2020 IEEE R10 WIE Awards Recipients

• 2020 R10 WIE Outstanding Section Affinity Group Award:
  Hyderabad Section WIE Affinity Group

• 2020 R10 WIE Outstanding Student Branch Affinity Group Award:
  Sardar Patel Institute of Technology WIE Student Branch Affinity Group, Bombay Section
2020 IEEE R10 YP Awards Recipients

• 2020 R10 Young Professionals Outstanding Section Affinity Group Award:
  
  Bangalore Section YP Affinity Group
R10 Outstanding Volunteers in 2020
2020 Region 10 Outstanding Volunteer Award Recipients(3) :

DR. Sameer S. M. (Kerala Section)

Dr. Debabrata DAS (Bangalore Section)

Dr. Atul Negi (Hyderabad Section)
2020 R10 Education Activities Outstanding Volunteer Award Recipient:

Mohd Hafiz Ismail
(Malaysia Section)
2020 R10 Student Activities Committee Outstanding Volunteer Award Recipient:

Shrikant Tangade
(Bangalore Section)
2020 IEEE R10 Young Professionals Awards Recipient

2020 R10 Young Professional Outstanding Volunteer in Academic Award:
  Nandan S.
  (Kerala Section)

2020 R10 Young Professional Outstanding Volunteer in Industry Award:
  John Benedict B
  (Hyderabad Section)
2020 R10 Humanitarian Technology Activities Volunteer Award Recipient:

DR. Bijoy Antony Jose
(Kerala Section)
2020 IEEE R10 WIE Award
Recipient

2020 R10 WIE Outstanding Professional Volunteer Award :
Divya M G
(Bangalore Section)

2020 R10 WIE Outstanding Student Volunteer Award :
Sai Divya Nallapaneni
(Hyderabad Section)
1. **Suresh Nair (Kerala Section)** for ‘exemplary leadership and outstanding contributions to the IEEE community by inspiring a generation of engineering professionals towards the vision of ethical advancement of technology for the benefit of humanity.

2. **Amit Kumar (Hyderabad Section)** for exemplary leadership and distinguished contributions in promoting IEEE activities at the Section, Council, and Region levels.
3. Nia Kurnianingsih (Indonesia Section) for ‘organizing a successful regional Congress involving students, YP, WIE and LM, and excellent information management service to Region 10.'
2020 R10 Life Member Outstanding Volunteer Award Recipient:

AG Hareendralal
(Kerala Section)
Important Date

Schedule for R10 Awards 2021

Call for Nominations: 20 March 2021
Nomination Deadline: 30 May 2021
Evaluation Period: 1 June to 30 July
Winners Announcement: Around mid-Aug to early Sept
P.S. Some Updated files

1. IEEE Member and Geographic Activities Awards and Recognition Program Manual

2. IEEE R10 Outstanding Student Branch Award

3. IEEE R10 SAC Outstanding Volunteer Award

4. IEEE R10 Awards & Recognitions - Call for Nominations Rules and Guidelines

The above formal documents link will be found in the website soon.
Congratulations on award recipients!!!

Many thanks will be given to their contributions during an unusual year due to Covid -19 pandemic

If you have any questions,please contact me at : qwu@hit.edu.cn

Thank you!